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I

f you thought Daniel Craig was the star of the latest Bond,
you clearly weren’t watching properly. All eyes were on
Matera, the twinkly southern Italian city in the opening
sequences of No Time To Die.

Not that long ago, Matera was known as the “shame of Italy”,
plagued by high levels of poverty. Today it’s a gorgeous tangle of
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reinvigorated limestone-cave houses (called sassi), rock
churches and piazzas. In a metamorphosis
that would put the
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Equally improbably, the honeyed streets of this 2019 Unesco
capital of culture are yet to buckle under the weight of its movie
stardom. It’s almost mournfully quiet . . . but it soon won’t be.

The ancient town of Matera
ALAMY

What to do
▶ You’ll want to start in Matera’s sassi — meaning “stones” — for
the best grounding in this spiritual city. These cave dwellings,
built straight into the limestone ravine, were labelled
“shameful” by the Italian government in the Fifties, and
residents were relocated. The sassi stayed dank and decrepit
until the early Nineties, when the forward-thinking tourism
board regenerated them. A walking tour is the best way to
understand their unique history and guides will take great
pleasure in pointing out the Bond filming locations, too (£84 for
two people; ferulaviaggi.it).
▶ The thrusting duomo crowns Matera like a Romanesque caketopper. Outside, it’s all smooth, pale Matera stone; inside, this
13th-century cathedral has Big Baroque Energy, with gilded
stucco and a frescoed nave. Deep breath now: part of the fun is
weaving through tight alleyways to the piazza. Come for sunset,
when it glows.
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▶ A visit isn’t complete without embarrassing yourself at a
“laboratory”, where local artisans have turned the sassi into
ateliers pumping out ceramics, fabrics and other knick-knacks
(Matera-themed bauble, anyone?). Indulge your inner Demi
Moore in a pottery class (£25) with Biagio Lamberti at
Ceramiche on Via Rosario, then pop next door and pick up
something crocheted from Angela Ramundo at Crea Che Ricrea.
▶ Once you’ve worn out your sandals on Matera’s cobbles, take
to the mountainous Basilicata countryside on two wheels. Don’t
be scared by “mountainous” — the route out of Matera to nearby
San Giuliano Lake is a gentle 25-mile ride, mostly downhill, with
the promise of a swim at the end and you’ll soon be swapping
hills for hay bales. And the best thing? E-bikes are available
(adults from £17; ferulaviaggi.it).
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▶ Matera has long stood in for Jerusalem in various films —
notably the Mel Gibson-directed Passion of the Christ — in part
thanks to its atmospheric rock churches built straight into the
mountainside. The oldest rock art in Italy is the Crypt of the
Original Sin, a 20-minute drive from the city. Ask for an audio
guide in English, which thoughtfully explains the frescoes of
Adam and Eve, the Virgin Mary and three disciples (£8;
criptadelpeccatooriginale.it)

The coolest neighbourhood
Piazzetta Pascoli, named after the 19th-century poet Giovanni
Pascoli, serves as Matera’s nerve centre and its views are
especially beautiful as the sun drips into the sassi below. First,
tick off the culture: lording over the square is Palazzo
Lanfranchi, a former seminary, otherwise known as the
National Museum of Medieval and Modern Art (£3,
sassidimatera.net); while a two-minute amble away is Museo
Nazionale di Matera (£4; museonazionaledimatera.it). In
between is a cluster of fun-loving bars with sassi-facing terraces
made for aperitivi. Try Terazza Cavaliere and Lanfranchi Café
on Via Domenico Ridola, or follow the locals and do the

passeggiata with a takeaway beer.

Where to eat and drink

Area 8 is the closest you’ll get to trendy Shoreditch. By day, it
calls itself a “production
house”,
but
at night
there are DJ sets,
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snacks too: platters of Matera bread and tapenade, fish tacos
and bao (cocktails from £7; area8.it).
Basilicata — also known by its ancient name Lucania — is
justifiably proud of its food. Try L’Abbondanza Lucana for a tour
of regional cuisine, including Lucanian sausage, wild boar and
huge plates of antipasti, in an atmospheric sassi setting (mains
from £38; Via Bruno Buozzi).

In Matera, locals like to book lunch at La Latteria, an easybreezy restaurant with huge plates of meat and cheese, and the
much-raved-about black sausage, which is not as bad as it
sounds (mains from £20; Via Emanuele Duni).
Matera’s caves make great speakeasies. End the night at
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ask for, so don’t just order an Aperol (cocktails from £7; Via
Casalnuovo).
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There are gelato shops, and then there is the “laboratory” of I
Vizi Degli Angeli. Alongside the solid-gold chocolate, strawberry
and lemon granita are flavours such as liquorice, pineapple and
ginger, and sour cherries (from £2.50, ivizidegliangeli.it).

This article contains affiliate links.
Show more

Where to stay
La Casa di Nadi
This modern guesthouse is in an unbeatable location by the
duomo. Rooms, all named after areas of the old town, are
spacious but simple in yellow stone. If you’re sick of the caves,
this is the property to book (room-only doubles from £83;
nadimatera.com).

BOOK A STAY
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Palazzo Gattini
Daniel Craig and Léa Seydoux are just two of the big names
etched in the guestbook at Palazzo Gattini, billed as the
grandest hotel in Matera. It’s certainly got a blockbuster
location, facing the duomo, with brushed honey-stone floors,
marble baths and high, frescoed ceilings. Book a suite with a
balcony overlooking the square, where you can see the piazza
come alive at twilight; a suite also gives you an hour to wallow
in the subterranean spa (B&B doubles from £200;
palazzogattini.it).

BOOK A STAY
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Corte San Pietro
This is an evocative example of a cave hotel: here, you’ll be
sleeping underneath the rock, with wardrobes and bathrooms
built into dimly lit, cosy corners. Guests are encouraged to treat
this place like home (names are sweetly etched on chalk outside
rooms during your stay), which is why the courtyard is treated
like an overspill living room (B&B doubles from £130;
cortesanpietro.it).

BOOK A STAY

If you only do one thing…
Catch the bewitching blue hour from the terrace just below
Piazzetta Pascoli. The way Matera’s sassi are illuminated makes
them appear lit by candles. It’s spine-tingling stuff.

Cathy Adams was a guest of Basilicata Tourism;
basilicataturistica.it
Sign up for our Times Travel newsletter and follow us on
Instagram and Twitter
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